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Abstract 
Investigation of the regional variation in Kurmanji, especially its varieties spoken in Turkey, has 
been almost entirely neglected in the existing literature on Kurdish. In addition to earlier isolat-
ed examinations of Kurmanji dialects (cf. MacKenzie, 1961; Ritter, 1971, 1976; Blau, 1975; 
Jastrow, 1977), native-speaker researchers have recently provided a substantial amount of dia-
lect material across the Kurmanji-speech zone. However, a methodologically-informed evalua-
tion of these observations into a dialect classification is yet to be undertaken. This article aims 
at providing an initial classification of Kurmanji-internal variation into major regional dialects, 
based on lexical, phonological and morphosyntactic data collected from five localities in South-
eastern Turkey. 
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Cihêrengiya zimanî ya navxweyî di kurmanciyê de: tesnîfeke seretayî ya zaravayan  
Di nav xebatên li ser zimanê kurdî de, heta niha, vekolîna cudatiyên devok û zaravayên kurmanciyê, bi 
taybetî ewên di nav sînorên Tirkiyeyê de, hema bi temamî hatiye piştguhkirin. Ji bilî çend xebatên serbixwe 
yên pêştir li ser zaravayên kurmancî (wek MacKenzie 1961; Ritter, 1971 û 1976; Blau, 1976; Jastrow 1977), 
di nav van salên dawî de vekolerên kurdîziman qewareyeke mezin a dane û materyelên ji gelek zaravayên 
kurmanciyê berhev kirine. Lê belê, hêj ev çavdêriyên berbelav bi rengekî metodolojîk nehatine nirxandin ku 
tesnîfeke zaravayan jê bi dest bikeve. Ev meqale dil dike tesnîfeke seretayî ya zaravayên serekî yên 
kurmanciyê pêşkêş bike li ser bingehê daneyên peyvî û fonolojîk û rêzimanî yên li pênc deverên başûr-
rojhilatê Tirkiyeyê berhevkirî. 

 

کانەزاراو ییتاەرەس یکییەندەنبیلۆ: پدایکرمانج ناوەل ەییناوچ یاوازیج  

 وەئ یرۆجەربۆج ەڕمەل ەک ەیوانەئ تەبیتاەب ،ەدراو نجامەئ دایکرمانج ەل ەییناوچ یاوازیج ەب تەبارەس ەک ەیوانەنۆڵیکێل وەئ ناوەل

. تێکرەد یشۆچاوپ یکورد یزمان ەب بووەه یکێاتیبەدەئ یبوونەه ەڕمەل یواوەتەب ،ێکرەد ێپ انەیقس ایتورک ەل ە[ کەی]زاراوان

 نەبک یراوردە)ب شتوونەیگ نجامەئەب شترێپ ەک یکرمانج یکانەزارەوێش ەب تەبارەس راەتاک و ت یکەیەوەکردنیتاق ندەچ یاەڕرەس
 یکەیەادڕکورد  یرانەژێتو داییدوا ەینڵاسا مە( ل١٦٩٩ ،ۆاستری؛ ١٦٩٩ و،ە؛ بل١٦٩٩و  ١٦٩١ ر،ێتڕی ؛١٦٩١ ،ینزیک کەم ەڵگەل

 ندەرچە. هەکردوو رەبەستەد وداێئاخ یکرمانج یرەڤەد ەل انییانجکرم یکانەزارەوێش ەب تەبارەس ستیوێپ ەیماد ەل رچاوەب

. ەدراوەن نجامەئ ەامانانێڕت مەئ رەسەل یاریزانڕو پ کیدۆتێم یکێدننگانەسەڵه ستا،ێئ تاکووەه کان،ەزاراو یندەنبیلۆپ یستەبەمەب
 یکرمانج ەناوچ یکانییەکەرەس ەزاراو ەل ەک ۆییەیناوخ ییەاوازیج وەل ییتاەرەس یکییەندەنبیلۆپ ەک ەیوەل ییەتیبر ەوتار مەئ یئامانج

 ەانییزمانڕێ ەیکهاتێو پ ینگناسەد ،ەییداتا وش وەئ یماەبن رەسەل ەکەوەنیژێتو ەستەبەم مەئ ۆبدات و ب ەوەستەدەب ەیەه کانداەوێئاخ

 .ەوەتەکراون ۆک ایتورک یتەڵاژهڕۆ یباشور ەیناوچ نجێپ ەل ەک تێدرەد نجامەئ
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Introduction 

Like any other natural language, Kurmanji encompasses a considerable spec-
trum of regional variation. Yet within academia, regional variation in Kurman-
ji has been almost entirely neglected.1 There are many reasons for this, not the 
least the obstructive policies of successive Turkish governments in their re-
fusal to acknowledge Kurdish as a valid object of study – or indeed as a lan-
guage at all. More generally, much of the Kurmanji speech zone has been 
characterised by insecurity and violence over the past decades, rendering 
fieldwork in the region a hazardous undertaking, generally off-limits for main-
stream academic funding.  

These facts are reflected in the available literature. Neither of the two ma-
jor available studies of regional variation in Kurdish, MacKenzie’s two vol-
umes on Kurdish dialects (MacKenzie, 1961, 1962), and Fattah’s (2000) ex-
tensive survey of Southern Kurdish, treats Kurmanji in any detail. Fattah deals 
entirely with Southern Kurdish (Kelhuri, Feyli, etc.), while MacKenzie fo-
cussed on Central Kurdish (Sorani); his brief treatment of Northern Kurdish 
(Kurmanji) was entirely restricted to the Badini dialects of Iraqi Kurdistan. 
The bulk of the Kurmanji speech zone, covering most of southeastern Turkey 
and parts of Syria and northwest Iran, has thus remained uncharted territory. 
More recent overviews (McCarus, 2009) likewise treat Sorani in considerable 
depth, but have almost nothing to say on Kurmanji. Most recent work on 
Kurmanji essentially adopts the Bedir-Khan standard, and makes only passing 
reference to regional variation (e.g. Thackston, 2006). A few isolated studies 
of individual varieties have been published (cf. Ritter, 1971, 1976 on Midyat; 
Blau, 1975 on Amadiya and Djabal Sinjar; Jastrow, 1977 on Van), the Kurdish 
Institute of Paris has produced numerous short sketches, word lists, and col-
lections of proverbs, etc. from local varieties (cf. Enstîtuya Kurdî ya Parîsê, 
2010), and an increasing number of native-speaker enthusiasts working on 
“their” local dialect (e.g. Kömür, 2003) have brought much interesting data to 
light. But we lack any kind of synthesis for integrating these observations into 
a larger overall picture, cast in a more consistent linguistic framework. 

Our objective with this contribution is thus to provide an initial classifica-
tion of Kurmanji, based on lexical, phonological and morphosyntactic varia-
tion attested in different regional varieties. Given the sheer number of speak-
ers, and the territorial extent of the Kurdish speaking region, the present clas-
sification remains of necessity fairly coarse-grained. Nevertheless, the implica-
tions of this work go beyond a mere exercise in linguistic taxonomy; the pat-
terns discerned can shed considerable light on the historical processes such as 
population movements and cultural contacts that have shaped the Kurmanji 

                                                 
1 We would like to thank an anonymous reviewer, later revealed as Erik Anonby, for his me-
ticulous review, which prompted us to revise the original version in several respects. We would 
also like to thank Musa Ekici, Musa Aydın, Serdar Ay, Şaziye Şahin for providing us with the 
data from their dialects. Finally, we thank Nils Schiborr and Maria Vollmer for their assistance 
with the map and with a number of other formatting matters. The authors alone bear the re-
sponsibility for the remaining errors and shortcomings. 
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speech community over the last 1000 years. While we certainly do not expect 
this study to be the last word on the internal classification of Kurmanji, we 
believe that the framework presented here forms a useful provisional classifi-
cation that will provide a point of departure for future work in this direction.   

Our focus is solely on the variation internal to those varieties that are con-
sidered to constitute “Kurmanji”. Within the entirety of “Kurdish” (see Haig 
and Öpengin, this volume, and Jügel, this volume), Kurmanji itself constitutes 
a relatively well-delineated group; with the exception of some of the south-
easternmost varieties of Kurdish such as Surčī (MacKenzie, 1961: 150), ana-
lysts have little difficulty in deciding whether a particular variety belongs to 
Kurmanji or not (see Haig and Öpengin, forthcoming, for a summary of dif-
ferences between Kurmanji and Central Kurdish). There is in fact considera-
ble variation internal to Kurmanji, but it is no more than would be expected 
for any natural language spread across a comparable geographic region. Alt-
hough mutual intelligibility between Kurmanji varieties has not yet been sys-
tematically investigated, our impression based on observations in the field 
over many years is that Kurmanji-internal dialectal variation is seldom a seri-
ous obstacle to communication between speakers of different regions.2 The 
dialects of the extreme southeast (our Southeastern Kurmanji) and those of 
the extreme northwest (our Northwestern Kurmanji) show the greatest diver-
gence from the others, and mutual intelligibility between these peripheral dia-
lects and the others may in fact be restricted; this remains to be investigated.  

Today, the existing dialect divisions are progressively blurring due to mas-
sive population movements out of Kurdistan, with accompanying language 
shift and language attrition (see Öpengin, 2012), and also to the emergence of 
a trans-national urbanised Kurdish culture fuelled by the internet and satellite 
television. It is therefore a matter of considerable urgency to document as 
much as possible of the rich regional variety embodied in the dialects before 
they disappear entirely.  

The paper is organised along the following lines. In the second section, we 
introduce the main geographical divisions that form the basis for our analysis, 
and outline data sources and means of data compilation. In the third section, 
we present the results of the comparison of two different kinds of regional 
variation: lexical variation and phonological differences across cognate forms. 
In section four, we deal with variation in morphosyntax, while section five 
summarises the main findings and draws some more general conclusions, 
both of general methodological nature as well as remarks pertaining specifical-
ly to the Kurdish case. The raw data that form the basis of our analysis are 
compiled in the Appendices. 

                                                 
2 As an anonymous reviewer has pointed out, speakers may in fact be resorting to some kind of 
inter-dialectal, neutral variety when communicating with speakers from other regions, creating 
the impression that mutual intelligibility is higher than is actually warranted. Whatever the actu-
al mechanisms involved may be, however, we have found little evidence for serious impairment 
of face-to-face communication due to dialect differences. The same does not hold, however, 
between Zazaki and Kurmanji. 
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Methodology and data 
A note on transcription 
At this point a note on the transcription used is in order: when referring to a 
particular word in Kurmanji, but outside of any specific local dialect context, 
we use the standard Roman-based orthography originally developed by Jeladat 
Ali Bedirkhan at the beginning of 1930s, disseminated in the Hawar magazine 
(cf. Hawar, 1998; Bedir Khan and Lescot, 1991), and widely used in contem-
porary written Kurmanji, as the neutral pan-regional representation for a 
word. When discussing actual dialect forms, we deploy the transcription based 
on the philological tradition of Iranian linguistics (e.g. Mahmudveysi et al., 
2012), but we add IPA symbols when necessary for clarification. The tran-
scription used here is broad and generally phonemic; for more phonetic detail 
on individual regional varieties see Jastrow (1977), Kahn (1976), MacKenzie 
(1961) and Haig and Öpengin (forthcoming.) The most important conven-
tions employed are the following: 
 
Transcription Description / IPA symbol 

a open, front, unrounded vowel, may be phonetically long [a, a:] 
æ near-open, front, unrounded vowel [æ]  
i short, central, unrounded vowel, varying degrees of height and 

backness [ɨ, ɯ, ə] 
e open-mid, front, unrounded, vowel (there is considerable variation 

in realization) [ɛ] 
ē close-mid, front, unrounded vowel, may be phonetically long [e, e:] 
ī closed, front, unrounded vowel, may be phonetically long [i, i:] 
u short, close-mid, slightly centralised, rounded vowel [Ʊ] 
ū close, back, rounded vowel, may be phonetically long [u, u:] 
ü close, front, rounded vowel, may be phonetically long [y, y:] 
o close-mid, back, rounded vowel, may be phonetically long [o, o:] 

ɔ open-mid, back, rounded vowel, may be phonetically long [ɔ:] 
superscript h indicates aspiration of obstruents 
ħ voiceless pharyngeal fricative [ħ] 

ʕ voiced pharyngeal approximant/fricative [ʕ] 
č 
j 
š 
ž 

voiceless affricate [ʧ] 

voiced affricate [ʤ] 

voiceless post-alveolar fricative [ʃ] 

voiced post-alveolar fricative [ʒ] 

ẋ voiced uvular fricative [ʁ] 
ř central trill [ɹ] 

 
Main regional divisions 
While an empirically grounded dialect classification of Kurmanji does not 

yet exist, there is a considerable body of perceptions regarding regional varia-
tion, and many speakers are familiar with terms such as “Serhed”, “Badini”, or 
“Botan/Boti”, etc., as designations of regions exhibiting purportedly charac-
teristic linguistic features. To what extent speakers’ perceptions of dialectal 
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divisions are based on genuine linguistic differences, or merely reflect preva-
lent cultural/perceived social realities, is a moot question (cf. Preston, 2003), 
but although the match of speakers’ perception to measurable linguistic diver-
sity is not perfect, it is also not entirely random. Therefore, we have initially 
adopted a division of the Kurmanji speech zone into five regions, based on 
our own experience with the language over the last decades and reflecting a 
broad consensus of Kurmanji speakers regarding dialect divisions. These five 
regions are our points of reference when presenting the data, and we will in 
fact conclude that they do represent a reasonably well-founded division of 
Kurmanji into regional dialects. Having decided on the major regions to sam-
ple, we proceeded to compile standardised data sets (see below) from a speak-
er (and sometimes more than one speaker) from each of the five regions. The 
data sets form the basis for various kinds of analysis, each providing a related, 
but distinct, measure of linguistic distance.  

The five regions identified in our research are the following: 
Southeastern dialect region (abbreviated SEK). This region includes 
the Hakkâri Province of southeastern Turkey and Duhok Province of Iraqi 
Kurdistan, and includes what is traditionally called the Badini dialect. We 
have taken the dialect of Şemdinli (Kr.3 Şemzînan), a district in the south-
east of the Hakkâri Province, as the representative of SEK. The first au-
thor of this article, as a native speaker of the dialect, male, 29 years-old, 
provided the data.  
Southern dialect region (SK). This region includes the central-southern 
section of the Kurmanji speech zone, including the Kurmanji of Mardin 
and Batman Provinces in Turkey, as well as sections of Şırnak (Kr. Şirnex), 
some districts of Diyarbakır (Kr. Diyarbekir) and Şanlıurfa (Kr. Riha) prov-
inces in the Kurdish region in Turkey as well as in Hasaka Province in Syr-
ia and the region of Sincar in Iraq. The data for this dialect came from a 28 
year-old educated male from the Mardin region. 
Northern dialect region (NK). This dialect is commonly referred to as 
“Serhed” Kurdish, and in Turkey includes the Provinces of Muş (Kr. Mûş), 
Ağrı (Kr. Agirî or Qerekilîs), Erzurum (Kr. Erzerom) and some districts of 
the Provinces of Van (Kr. Wan), Bitlis (Kr. Bilîs/Bedlîs), Bingöl (Kr. Çewlig) 
and Diyarbakır. The informant is a 40 year-old educated male from Varto 
(Kr. Gimgim), who grew up in the district but has been living outside the 
language area for the past ten years.  
Southwestern dialect region (SWK). This region includes Adıyaman 
(Kr. Semsûr), Gaziantep (Kr. Entab) and the western half of Şanlıurfa Prov-
inces of Turkey as well as the northern section of the Aleppo (Kr. Heleb) 
Province in Syria. The data was collected from a 25 year-old educated male 
from a village in Gaziantep.  
Northwestern dialect region (NWK). This region includes the Kurmanji 
varieties spoken in Kahramanmaraş (Kr. Meraş), Malatya (Kr. Meletî) and 

                                                 
3 Kr. is the abbreviation for Kurdish. 
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Sivas (Kr. Sêwaz) provinces. The data was collected from a 25 year-old ed-
ucated female from the Elbistan district of Kahramanmaraş.  
 
Standard Kurdish is generally associated with the dialect of Botan region, 

centred on the town of Cizre (Kr. Cizîr), which would be placed between our 
SK and SEK, and it does in fact show characteristics of both. But although 
Standard Kurdish is loosely based on the Kurdish of a certain region, it is not 
a regional dialect on a par with the others discussed here, as its function as the 
basis for the emergent cross-regional standard (e.g. in print media and satellite 
TV) confers on it a different status. The dynamics of the development of 
Standard Kurdish are playing themselves out in a discourse space that cannot 
be reduced to purely geographic terms, and we therefore refrain from assign-
ing Standard Kurdish to any particular geographic region. 

 The map in Figure 1 shows the approximate extent of the five regions, 
and the origins of the speakers from whom the data were collected. 
 
Figure 1. Map of major regional dialects in Kurmanji  
 

 
Key: Origins of speakers who provided the data are indicated by squares. 

 
We would like to emphasise the provisional nature of the graphic repre-

sentation at this stage. First, we are only able to estimate the extents of the 
respective dialect regions; we currently do not have sufficient data for many 
regions to make a more precise localisation possible, and we have therefore 
left some of the Kurdish-speaking regions unassigned to any particular dialect 
(e.g. west of Diyarbakır). Second, there are regions, e.g. southwest of Lake 
Van, which appear to lie at the intersection of more than one dialect region; 
again, resolving the complexities here would require much finer-grained sam-
pling than we have been able to accomplish, and we defer this to later re-
search. Finally, there is a profound problem inherent in this kind of research, 
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particularly in view of the mobility of the Kurdish community and increasing 
exposure to other varieties of Kurmanji in the last decades, namely that of 
variation within a speaker’s speech (cf. Kahn, 1976 on variation in Kurmanji 
phonology). MacKenzie (1961) had already bemoaned the difficulties of find-
ing “pure” dialect speakers. In fact, the ideal of the “pure dialect speaker” is 
probably an illusion of the analyst, and the precisely localisable isoglosses of 
traditional dialectology likewise (see Auer, 2005) for a critique of the tradition-
al dialectological notion of isogloss). 

 
Data types 
From each region, we elicited four different kinds of data, which are out-

lined below and available in the Appendices. The data was collected through 
elicitations with native speakers from the five different regions introduced 
earlier, gathered with speakers who were living in or near Paris in September-
October 2012.  

The basic lexicon  
It is generally accepted that certain lexical items are less prone to influence 

from neighbouring languages than others. These words constitute a relatively 
stable core vocabulary which, all other things being equal, is less likely to be 
replaced over time than other parts of the lexicon. Typically, this vocabulary 
includes words for body parts, salient and frequent natural phenomena, verbs 
for basic activities such as “eat”, pronouns, and numerals under 10. A list of 
200 such items was originally compiled by the American linguist Morris Swa-
desh, later reduced to 100 items (the “Swadesh List”, cf. Swadesh, 1955). The 
Swadesh list has been widely applied in a technique known as “glottochronol-
ogy”, a (very controversial) technique in historical linguistics. The underlying 
assumption is that vocabulary items are replaced at a constant rate across 
time. Therefore, if we compare the Swadesh vocabulary list in two related lan-
guages, we can calculate how many items are shared, and how many differ, 
which yields a rough indication of the time-span that has elapsed since the 
two languages split from their common ancestor (Swadesh, 1959). Glotto-
chronology has been severely criticised (cf. Dixon, 1997: 35–36; Campbell, 
1998: 177–186; Fox, 1995: 279–291), and few would now take the calculation 
of absolute dates seriously. In particular, the assumption of a constant rate of 
vocabulary replacement has been disproved in a number of studies. However, 
as a method for quantifying “relative” historical distances between related 
languages or dialects, it retains its value. Furthermore, most linguists concur 
that some reference to the concept of basic or core vocabulary is relevant for 
assessing degrees of relatedness, and more sophisticated applications have 
since been developed (cf. Heggarty, 2012 for an overview). Comparison of the 
basic lexicon has thus since become one of the tools in the linguists’ toolkit 
for comparing languages, though the original ramifications of glottochronolo-
gy have largely been abandoned (see Anonby, 2003, 2004/2005 for an applica-
tion of basic lexicon comparison to Luri and Southern Kurdish).  
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For our investigation, we used a basic vocabulary list, but rather than use 
the original Swadesh list, which was based entirely on the intuition of Morris 
Swadesh, we have adopted the Leipzig-Jakarta list (Haspelmath and Tadmor, 
2009). The latter results from a large-scale cross-linguistic investigation of 
loan words, and is a list of those word-meanings which emerged as the least 
likely to have been borrowed across the languages in the sample. It is thus an 
empirically validated/established representation of “basic lexicon”. The list 
used in this study comprises the 100 items of the Leipzig-Jakarta list, supple-
mented by a list of words which are specifically relevant to the Iranian lan-
guages, yielding 159 in total. The full list can be found in the Appendix A.  

Phonological variation 
In this list we have included 21 items which are known to show a high de-

gree of phonological variation across different Kurmanji dialects, noting their 
phonological form in each of the five regions (see Appendix B). 

Lexical variation  
This list includes 33 items – mostly verbs –, which are characterised by lex-

ical variants across Kurmanji (see Appendix C). 
Verb paradigms 
This list includes 14 basic verbs conjugated for 2nd and 3rd person singular 

in indicative present and simple past, as well as in imperative and subjunctive 
moods (Appendix D). 

 
Analysing variation in lexicon and phonology 
Variation can occur in a number of distinct domains. In this study, we focus 
on three types: (a) variation in the choice of lexical items used to express cer-
tain concepts (lexical variants); (b) phonological variation between etymologi-
cally related words (cognates)4; (c) variation in morphosyntax. Each kind of 
data has its own advantages and limitations, which is precisely why it is expe-
dient to triangulate from several different methods. If an analysis based on 
results from one method is replicated by the results of an independent meth-
od, then the validity of the original analysis is confirmed to a greater extent 
than merely further confirmation from the same method. Below we outline 
the methodology underlying the first two data types (lexicon and phonology), 
and in section four we take up variation in morphosyntax. In the conclusions 
we discuss some of the shortcomings, and some avenues for refining and ex-
tending the methodology. 

 

                                                 
4 Note that our use of the term “cognate” is a conservative one, reserved for words which are 
assumed to be reflexes of the same word in the proto language shared by the related languages 
under investigation. In other studies, “cognate” may also include loanwords which have com-
parable form and meaning in the related languages under investigation (cf. Gooskens, 2007). 
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Assessing lexical variation 
We use the term “lexical variants” to refer to distinct lexical items express-

ing the same meaning. With “distinct lexical item”, we mean that to express 
any particular meaning in the word list, two dialects use words that can be 
plausibly assumed to have distinct historical origins, i.e. which are not cog-
nates.5 This type will be distinguished from phonological differences between 
two words with the same assumed historical origin (cognates), which are dis-
cussed below. It would in fact be possible to collapse the distinction between 
these two data types (e.g. by working with Levenshtein distances, cf. 
Gooskens, 2007), but we have opted to preserve the division at this stage. The 
division will become clearer in our discussion of actual examples. 

In order to assess levels of lexical variation, we conducted a pair-wise 
comparison of each item in the basic vocabulary list from each regional varie-
ty with each other variety, and calculated the percentage of the basic lexicon 
which each pair shared. Thus the percentages in the Table 1 refer to the per-
centages of the total of 1586 items in our basic vocabulary list.  

 
Table 1. Percentages of shared lexical items (cognates) in the 158-item word 
list across the five regions 
 

 SEK SK NK SWK 

SK 
NK 
SWK 
NWK 

79 
73 
73 
72 

 
80 
80 
77 

 
 

87 
81 

 
 
 

87 

 
The percentages of shared cognates given figures in Table 1 are actually 

lower than what one could expect for supposedly mutually intelligible dialects. 
For example, Girdenis and Mažiulis (1994: 9), working with the Swadesh list 
on Slavic languages, show that Bulgarian and Macedonian share 86% and 
Polish and Russian 77% of their basic vocabulary. Similarly, Dyen et al. (1992) 
show that shared basic vocabulary between Spanish and Italian on one hand 
and French and Italian are at 80% and 79% respectively. A naïve comparison 
of these figures with ours for Kurmanji would suggest, for example, that the 
difference between SK and NK (80%, cf. Table 1) is comparable to that be-
tween Spanish and Italian.7 However, we urge caution in comparing the fig-

                                                 
5 A reviewer suggests that the two kinds of data we are distinguishing here both involve “lexical 
differences”. We see this basically as a disagreement in terminology; the conceptual difference 
between cognates and non-cognates, which is behind our distinction, is sufficiently uncontro-
versial, regardless of the labels chosen to refer to it. 
6 One item was removed from the original list due to difficulties of analysis. 
7 A reviewer actually concludes from the figures in Table 1 that the “Kurmanji dialects them-
selves are not mutually intelligible, but that speakers have learned how to communicate by us-
ing interdialects”. This claim is based on the questionable assumption that there is some identi-
fiable threshold of lexical differences that defines “mutual intelligibility”. In fact, existing stud-
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ures obtained in different investigations. First, our investigation is not based 
on the Swadesh list, but on a modified version of the Leipzig/Jakarta list, ren-
dering direct comparison invalid. Second, we have been extremely conserva-
tive in considering two words to have the “same” meaning. Thus a relatively 
slight semantic shift between cognate words in two dialects (e.g. “nose” > 
“nostril”) is sufficient for us to treat those two dialects as having distinct 
words for that item on the list, thus lowering the overall percentage of shared 
items. Other differences in analytic procedure also impact on the results and it 
is often not possible to see exactly which decisions underly the figures in pub-
lished sources. What Table 1 provides, then, is not an absolute measure of 
distance, which would be directly comparable to other investigations, but a 
measure of relative historical distance among the varieties considered in this 
investigation. 

Turning now to the figures themselves, the “closest” dialect pairs are 
Northwestern Kurmanji (NWK) and Southwestern Kurmanji (SWK), which 
share 87% of items in the word list, and Northern Kurmanji and Southwest-
ern Kurmanji (SWK), likewise with 87% shared common lexicon. The com-
parison of shared lexical items in fact already yields a broad sub-classification 
into three main dialect groups: the three western and northern varieties NK, 
NWK and SWK cluster together, in distinction to Southeastern Kurmanji 
(SEK). Intermediate between these two is Southern Kurmanji (SK), with be-
tween 77 and 80% shared similarities to all other varieties.  

Table 2 gives a selection of the data, showing examples of variation and 
commonalities across the five dialects. The lexical items that set one dialect 
apart from the others are in italics. It is evident that different dialect combina-
tions emerge, depending on the lexical item. For instance the words ber 

“stone” and pʰirč “hair” set SEK apart from all other dialects; the word baš 
“good” bundles SEK and SK together as different from the other three dia-
lects, which share as equivalent the word rind ; the word mezin “big” bundles 
the four dialects together as different from NWK which has gir as the corre-
sponding word. Mapping these different forms would not, therefore, yield 
congruent isoglosses. However, in general we find NWK and SEK pattern as 
the ends of a southeast/northwest continuum, showing distinct lexical items, 
while the intermediate dialects align for some items with SEK, for others with 
NWK, and in a few cases exhibit unique forms (e.g. NK šilī “rain”). 

 

                                                                                                                 
ies on mutual intelligibility conclude that the correlation between lexical differences and intelli-
gibility is “not significant” (Gooskens, 2007: 461); a better match is obtained through phonetic 
distance based on Levenshtein distances; this is obviously a promising avenue for further re-
search. However, other factors also impact on mutual intelligibility, and actually testing them 
turns out to be an exceedingly complex task. It is therefore not clear how the reviewer is inter-
preting the range of values in Table 1 (72-87%) in terms of mutual intelligibility. Given the 
rather obscure nature of the construct “mutual intelligibility”, we prefer not to interpret the 
figures in Table 1 in this manner, but simply to take them as an initial – and very approximate - 
measure of relative historical distance.  
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Table 2. Examples of lexical variants in Kurmanji dialects 
 

Stand.K + Gloss SEK SK  NK  SWK NWK 

kevir 
por  
lēxistin 
zarok 
poz    
baš  
ling      
baran            
per               
mezin           
 

‘stone’ 
‘hair’ 
‘hit’  
‘child’ 
‘nose’ 
‘good’  
‘leg’ 
‘rain’ 
‘wing’ 
‘big’ 
 

ber 

pʰirč 
lēdan 
bičük  
difin 
baš  
ling 
baran 

pʰeř 
mezin 
 

kevir  

pʰov 
lēxistin 
zařok 
bēhvil 
baš  
ling 
baran 

pʰeř 
mezin 
 

kevir 

pʰor 
lēxistin 
zar 
poz 
rind  
čīp 
šilī 

pʰeř 
mezin 
 

kævir8 

pʰor 
lēxistin 
zar 
poz 
rind  
nig  
baran 
pīl 
mezin 
 

kævir  

pʰor 
lēxistin  
dēl 
poz 
rind  
žuni 
baran 
pil 
gir 
 

 
The attested differences in the basic lexicon arise primarily through two 

main mechanisms. The most important is semantic shift: the cognates under-
go different changes in meaning in the respective varieties (or a change in one 
variety, while in another the meaning remains unchanged), leading over time 
to distinct meanings. As an example, consider the word for “nose” in SEK, 
difin. In NK, the word for “nose” is poz (cf. Table 2). However, the word difin 
does in fact exist in NK (and probably in other dialects), but it has a more 
specialised meaning than just “nose”, namely “nostril”, hence it is not includ-
ed in this list. Further examples of semantic shifts include the words for 
“stone”: in all dialects it is kevir except for SEK, where we find ber. In SEK a 
cognate of kevir does exist, but it has undergone a semantic shift to “steep 

cliff”. Similarly, the word for “hair” is pʰirč in SEK but pʰor in all other dia-

lects. The word pʰor exists in SEK with the more specific meaning of “lock of 

hair above the forehead” while, in turn, the word pʰirč exists in the other dia-
lects with specified meaning of “the hair on the body of human beings”.  

Many similar examples can be found outside of the basic vocabulary (cf. 

Appendix C). For example, the verb ʕelimandin exists in SK and NK with the 
meaning “learn/teach”, but in SEK, it refers to “bringing up (a child)”. The 
word pez is used as the lexical variant of mī “sheep” in NWK, but in all other 
dialects pez is the generic term for all types of sheep. Similarly, the word kūčik 
“dog” in NK and SWK, and its – probable – cognate kudik in NWK, are used 
more specifically to refer to a “young dog, whelp” in NWK and SEK. The 
word bičük “child” in SEK is found in all the other dialects, but with the con-
ceptually-related meaning of “small”. Finally, the word gir exists in all of the 

                                                 
8 We use the symbol [æ] to indicate a more open realization of Standard Kurdish [ɛ], which is 
rendered in Standard Kurdish orthography as <e> (as in Standard Kurdish ez “I”). If a dialectal 
realisation of this vowel is close to the Standard Kurdish one, we transcribe it with <e>. How-
ever, the two-way distinction in our transcription is certainly an over-simplification. 
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five dialects, but only in NWK is it the general-purpose adjective meaning 
“big”, while in other dialects it bears a semantic nuance akin to “bulky”. 

One might conjecture that variation caused by semantic shifts would be 
less detrimental to mutual intelligibility because the relevant words are availa-
ble to the other speakers, and the semantic differences are often fairly trans-
parent. Semantic shifts affecting cognate words are of course characteristic of 
related varieties, whether dialects or languages. With increasing time of separa-
tion of related varieties, semantic change may cause cognates to diverge con-
siderably in their meanings. Consider the Germanic languages English and 
German; in English we find the word deer, which has the cognate in German 
Tier “animal”. Likewise English thatch has the German cognate Dach “roof”, 
and English fowl has as cognate in German Vogel “bird”.  

The second major source of lexical differences is borrowing from neigh-
bouring languages, mainly from Arabic and Turkish but sometimes also from 
Armenian, Persian and Sorani (though it is often difficult to prove that an 
item has been “borrowed” from the latter into Kurmanji). However, most of 
the clear instances of borrowing occur outside the basic lexicon, as we have 
defined it above. One of the reasons that SEK appears to diverge most from 
the other Kurmanji dialects is that it shares many words from neighbouring 
Sorani (e.g. ber “stone”, bezir “lost”, sotin “burn”, šimtī “melon”). Whether the-
se are actually “borrowings” or shared retentions that have been retained due 
to the relative proximity with Sorani, can probably not be established with any 
certainty. It should be noted that they are found throughout the SEK region 
(areas like Çatakin, Van), so are certainly not the result of recent direct contact 
with Sorani. 

In SK, we find higher proportion of loans from Arabic, including common 
verbs such as šiteẋlandin “speak”, betłandin “get tired”, ʕelimandin “learn”, or 
šuxulandin “work”, fairly obviously triggered by the long-standing coexistence 
with Arabic-speaking groups in the region. In NWK, Arabic influence is less 
obvious, while Turkish influence is more apparent, for example expressions 
like belli kirin “learn” based on a Turkish word belli “obvious”, or the wide-
spread use of Turkish verb-forms with –miş coupled with Kurmanji light 
verbs, amply attested in Le Coq’s texts published in 1903 (Le Coq, 1903). The 
different words for “potato” also reflect different sources of borrowing: kartol 
in NK is from a Slavic language, while patetīz in SWK is presumably via Turk-
ish. However, while language contact has contributed to lexical variation in 
Kurmanji, it is noteworthy that few items on our list of basic vocabulary any 
of the dialects are clearly identifiable as borrowings (borrowings include sert 
“hard”, qūm “sand” and qalče “thigh”, from Turkish, and sekinīn “to stop” 

šo(ẋ)l “work” from Arabic). Borrowing has thus – in confirmation of the basic 
assumption behind the Leipzig-Jakarta List – primarily affected words outside 
the basic vocabulary.  

The most divergent dialect with regard to lexical variation is SEK, which 
shares less than 80% of its basic lexicon with the other dialects. We should 
note that our SEK includes what is commonly referred to as Badini, the 
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Kurmanji of Iraqi Kurdistan. As such, it exhibits many lexical items not found 
elsewhere in Kurmanji, such as axiftin “say”, šiyan  “be able”, sēwik “potato”, 
šeqī būn “be tired”, bezir/berze “lost”. These items are often considered the 
hallmark of Badini, setting it off from the Kurmanji spoken in Turkey. How-
ever, we would like to emphasise that there is no sharp dialect border corre-
sponding to the national border Turkey/Iraq, and that the Kurmanji of 
Southeastern Turkey and in the area across the Iranian border shares most of 
the lexical and grammatical features of the neighbouring varieties of North 
Iraq. We therefore refer to a broader unit “SEK”, which includes both Badini 
and the neighbouring Kurmanji varieties of southeastern Turkey and across 
the border in Iran (cf. Fig. 1 above). In this context it is all the more remarka-

ble that some items in NWK, such as žuni “knee” and wēstɔ “now”, are shared 
with Sorani, and šæ kirin “can, be able” is reminiscent of the archaic SEK 
form šiyan. Whether these words are hints of an old-layer of migration from 
further southeast, or retentions that happen to be shared by these two varie-
ties, cannot be readily decided on the basis of the little data available.  

In sum, the instances of variation observed in the comparison of the basic 
lexicon are typical examples of natural processes of language change: semantic 
shifts, and borrowing. Given sufficient time depth and continued separation, 
the unrelenting effects of such changes accumulate, and ultimately lead to the 
emergence of distinct languages. There is, however, no generally accepted an-
swer to the question of at what level such differences should be considered to 
yield different “languages”. However, the concept of “language” involves not 
only matters of lexical and morphosyntactic similarity, but also meta-linguistic 
issues of perceived unity and shared cultural heritage, as discussed in Haig and 
Öpengin (this issue), and it would be premature to engage in that discussion 
here. Our findings regarding degree of lexical variation provide an initial, and 
fairly rough, gauge of historical distance among the dialects investigated. The 
picture that emerges does in fact reflect the areal distribution: the geograph-
ically most peripheral dialects, SEK and NWK, are also those that share the 
least cognates (72%), which can be read as indicating greatest time-depth of 
separation. These findings are largely confirmed by other data types consid-
ered below. 

 
Phonological variation in cognate words 
Regular sound correspondences 
Cognates are words in related languages and dialects that are considered to 

have been inherited from the same word in the common ancestor language 
(cf. Campbell and Mixco, 2007: 33). In this section, we investigate a selection 
of cognate words, both within and outside the basic vocabulary, which exhibit 
systematic phonological variation (Appendix B). Issues of semantic shifts are 
ignored in this section. Most of the systematic phonological variation found in 
these words concerns the vowel segments, a finding which confirms 
Prokić (2010: 142) conclusions from her investigation of Bulgarian dialects. 
This is of course precisely what one would expect in a comparison of closely 
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related varieties/dialects: the main locus of accent differences is in vowel qual-
ities, i.e. these are the first phonological segments to diverge over time, with 
unstressed vowels the least stable of all. Consonants, on the other hand, are 
relatively stable across related dialects, as Prokić (2010) also confirms. Again 
in keeping with what is known about comparisons of closely-related varieties, 
we find that there are relatively few stable and consistent sound correspond-
ences (Prokić and Cysouw, 2013), and most of them concern vowels. Table 3 
provides a selection of the correspondences that can be observed. 

 
Table 3. Regular sound correspondences in Kurmanji dialects 
 
     Stand.K – example  SEK SK NK  SWK NWK 

a [a:]     

e [ɛ]/[æ]      
ū [u:]            
o [o:]            
VbV [-b-] 
v 
xw             

agir  
dev  
gūz  
īro  
hebū9  
av  
xwē 

‘fire’ 
‘mouth’ 
‘walnut’ 
‘today’ 
‘there was’ 
‘water’ 
‘salt’ 

[a:] 

[ɛ] 
[y:] 
[u:] 
[-b-] 
w 
x 

[a:] 
[æ]10 
[u:] 
[o:] 
[-b-] 

v 
xw 

[a:] 

[ɛ] 
[u:] 
[o:] 

[-b-/-v-] 
v 

xw 

[a:] 

[ɛ] 
[u:] 
[o:] 

[-w-] 
v 

xw 

[ɔ:] 
[a:] 
[u:] 
[o:] 

[-w-] 
v11 

xw/xw 

 
The Stand.K vowel a, phonetically [a:], is realised distinctively in NWK as 

a mid-low back rounded vowel [ɔ:]. Özsoy and Türkyılmaz (2006: 304) sug-
gest Turkish influence behind this change, although a change of this nature 
could be expected within vowel systems without obvious foreign influence, 
and it is not readily apparent why Turkish influence should be assumed. In 
accordance with the principles of chain shifts in vowel systems (Labov, 1994), 

this change is accompanied by a lowering of e [ɛ] to a [a:] in NWK. Accord-
ingly, the items seen in Stand.K and other dialects as agir “fire” and kevir 

“stone” are seen as ɔgir and kavir. This latter change, e > a (or æ), is also seen 
in SK but only word-finally and rarely elsewhere (see fn. 10).  

The Stand.K ū, phonetically [u:], is fronted into ü, phonetically [y:], in 
SEK. Examples contrasting NK and SEK forms are the following:12 

                                                 
9 A reviewer questions the validity of this example due the morpheme boundary between he- 
and –bu. We acknowledge it as a possible special case, but we retain it in the the table because it 
is a high-frequency item for which we have reliable data for all dialects. Other words with inter-
vocalic –b- generally follow the pattern indicated (see examples further below), though as in 
most cases of phonological change between closely-related varieties, there may be lexical excep-

tions and register-determined variation (cf. for example the distribution of diphthong [ʌʉ] and 
monophthong [u:] in words like down in Scottish English, described in Smith et al., 2009).  
10 Note that this change in SK affects mostly word-final vowels and sporadically word-initial 
(æzman “sky”) and word-medial (mæzin “big”) vowels too. The relevant environment is quite 
possibly the open syllable (hence it does not effect the SK pronunciation of Stand. K. dev 
“mouth”), but this requires more detailed investigation. 
11 Unlike in much of West Iranian, [v] and [w] are distinct phonemes in most of Kurmanji, cf. 
Jastrow (1977), MacKenzie (1961: 30-44) and Haig and Öpengin, forthcoming. 
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Stand.K SEK NK 

dūr     
čūčik 
gūz  

‘far’ 
‘bird’  
‘walnut’  

dür 
cücik 
güz 

Dūr 
čūčik 
gūz 

 
This change is followed by raising the close mid o to ū, so řož “sun” of NK 

is realized as řūž in SEK. In the western half of the Badini dialect zone (e.g. 
Duhok), the change ū > ü has gone further by derounding the vowel to ī, e.g. 
“far” dūr > dür > dīr, or third singular past of “be”, which is bī. Derounding 
also affects some items of Şemzinan-dialect of SEK (e.g. tīž “bitter”, xīn 
“blood”). In fact it sporadically affects items further to the west, for example 

in SK, the word for “turtle” kʰīso (cf. Table 4). The fronting (and in some cas-
es derounding) of ū is thus a much more complex process than can be ade-
quately treated here, and affects different items to different degrees, but it 
seems to be more or less restricted to SEK.  

SEK does not have the voiced labiodental fricative phoneme /v/ of 
Stand.K, which has merged with the approximant /w/. Furthermore, the con-
sonant group [xw] is simplified and delabialised to [x] in SEK. Note that these 
two features distinguish also Central Kurdish (Sorani) from Kurmanji, show-
ing the intermediary position of SEK between Sorani and Kurmanji.  

The lenition of Stand. K /b/ to [w] intervocalically is one of the most sali-
ent features of NWK and SWK. In NK, it is also characteristic for /b/ to 
weaken to [v] intervocalically. Thus it seems that we are dealing with a general 
process of b-lenition that affects NK, SWK and NWK, and which has pro-
ceeded farthest in the latter two dialects (b>v>w). Examples of lexical items 
from our data are shown below: 

 

Stand.K SEK SK  NK SWK NWK 

hebek  ‘one piece’ 
zebeš   ‘melon’ 

ħebek 
- 

ħebek  
zebeš  

ħevek  
zeveš  

ħewek 
zeweš 

ħawek 
- 

 
  

 
The lenition of [b] is frequently observed with the present-tense stems of 

verbs beginning with [b-], when they are preceded by the indicative prefix di-, 
or the subjunctive prefix bi-. In this environment, the stem-initial [b-] may 

weaken further to become a front rounded vowel [ɶ], for example [dɶe:m] “I 

say”, from Stand. K. di-bêjim via lenition of the intervocalic [-b-]>[-w-]>[ɶ] 

                                                                                                                 
12 The Stand.K. word xwîn “blood” appears to have been affected by two of these changes, 
namely the fronting of the vowel [u:], and the delabialisation of the consonant cluster [xw-], 
which appear to have interacted in interesting ways. The forms of this word in the various dia-
lects (cf. Table 4) cannot in fact be predicted by any of the rules given in Table 3. 
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(field notes from Karakoçan). An almost identical process affects initial [b-] of 
present-stem verbs in the Gorani dialect investigated by Mahmoudveysi et al. 
(2012: 31).  

 
Other changes in phonological form 
Different phonological shapes of cognates may also be motivated by 

changes other than regular phonological rules: dialects may develop distinct 
mechanisms for accommodating syllable complexity, or apply different affixes 
under different conditions, leading to changes in the forms of related words, 
or there may be sporadic shifts in the phonologies of isolated words (metathe-
sis or dissimilation, for example). Some examples of this kind of variation are 
illustrated in Table 4.  

 
Table 4. Phonological differences across cognate words in Kurmanji dialects 
 

Stand.K + Gloss SEK SK NK SWK NWK 

ziman    
xwīn      
hestī      
spī        
zarok    
mīro      
xwīšk    
diran    
heyv     
doh      
řī        
kūsī      

‘tongue’ 
‘blood’ 
‘bone’ 
‘louse’ 
‘child’ 
‘ant’ 
‘sister’ 
‘tooth’ 
‘moon’ 
‘yesterday’ 
‘beard’ 
‘turtle’ 

ʕezman 
xīn 
hēstik 
hispī 
bičük 
mērü 
xüšk 
didan 
hewī 
duhu 
řidīn 

kʰüseł 

ziman 
xwīn 
hæstū 
speh 
zařok 
mīro 
xweh 
dinan 
heyv 
doh 
řih 

kʰīso  

ziman 
xūn 
hestī 
sipī 
zarū 
mirjolek 
xweng 
diran 
hīv 
do 
řū 

kʰūsī 

ziman 
xūn 
hesti 
spī 
zar 
mori 

xʷayīng 
diran 
hēv 
dihu 
řihi 
- (řeq) 

ziman 
xün 
hæstī 
ispī 
- (dēl) 
- (gēra) 

xʷɔng 

didɔn 
hīv 
do 
řū 

kʰūsē 

 
An important source of differences among nouns is the suffix –(i)k, some-

times (misleadingly) referred to as the diminutive suffix.13 Thus we often find 
nouns ending in –k in one dialect, while in another dialect the cognate noun 
lacks the –k; cf. SEK hēstik “bone”, or SK zarok “child”. 

In some words, we find reflexes of historical changes that we are unable to 
systematise. The word for “tooth” had the forms dnd’n or dandān in Parthian. 
It shows interesting developments of the medial consonant cluster. In SEK 
and NWK it is simplified to -d-, in SK it is -n-, while NK, SWK and Stand.K 
have -r-. There seems little point in postulating directionality of change here; 
rather, we seem to have parallel processes of simplification in the different 
dialects. Similarly, the final consonant cluster -rg- of the word for “wolf” is 
simplified in all dialects (as gur) except for SEK (gurg).  

                                                 
13 The function of this Kurmanji suffix is difficult to circumscribe, and its origin is also a puz-
zle; it may in fact be the reflex of more than one ancient suffix. 
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Another source of differences concerns certain word-initial consonant 
clusters, as shown in the dialect forms of the Standard Kurdish ziman 
“tongue”, spī “louse” and stēr “star”. No dialect tolerates an initial [zm-] clus-
ter, but different strategies are employed for handling it: in SEK an initial 
vowel is added (i.e. izman or ezman), and the resulting syllable also receives an 
onset through the insertion of a glottal stop (which may be realised as a phar-

yngeal fricative [ʕ]), yielding ʕezman. SEK also favours this strategy for [sp-], 
though the onset is provided by [h] rather than a glottal stop. In the other 
dialects, [zm-] is broken up by an epenthetic vowel (ziman etc.). The strategies 
for dealing with the initial cluster in spī, on the other hand, are quite varied, 
and both SK and SWK in fact tolerate the cluster in this word. Finally, the 
cluster st- (as in the word for “star”) is retained in SEK and SK and avoided in 
other dialects by inserting a central vowel. Thus, a given dialect may not fol-
low a systematic strategy of handling the initial consonant clusters. 

The pharyngeal consonant [ħ] is found in a number of native Kurmanji 
words, especially in initial position, for example [ħæft] “seven” in SEK. Simi-
larly, loan words from Arabic may retain their pharyngeal consonants. How-
ever, in NK we find that pharyngealisation may also affect the quality of un-
rounded vowels (or of the entire syllable) of a number of words, mostly of 
native origin, presented in Table 5.14 A similar phenomenon also affects some 
words in SK and SWK to differing degrees. It is altogether absent in SEK and 
NWK, though in the latter, similar to the dialects with pharyngealised vowels, 
the initial stops are deaspirated. It is typical for SEK that deaspiration of stops 
and affricates affects fewer lexical items, and is perceptually less salient than in 
the other dialects. Again, this is seems to reflect the proximity of SEK to So-
rani Kurdish, which lacks the aspirated/non-aspirated distinction on stops 
and affricates completely.  

 
Table 5. Pharyngealisation in Kurmanji dialects 
 

Stand.K SEK SK  NK  SWK NWK 

čav    
pehn   
tehl     
masī    
mar     

‘eye’ 
‘wide’ 
‘bitter’ 
‘fish’ 
‘snake’ 

[tʃʰa:v] 

[pʰa:n] 

[tʰa:ɭ] 
[ma:si:] 

[ma:ɾ] 

[tʃa:ʕv] 
[peħn] 
[teħl] 
[ma:si:] 

[ma:ɾ]  

[tʃeʕv] 

[peʕn] 

[teʕl] 

[meʕsi:] 

[me:ʕɾ] 

[tʃa:v] 

[peʕn] 

[teʕl] 
[ma:si] 

[meʕɾ] 

[tʃɔ:v] 

[pɔ:n] 

[tɔ:l] 

[mɔ:si:]       

 [mɔ:ɾ] 

 
Finally, we should mention a lexico-grammatical feature that distinguishes 

between different dialects, namely the form of the demonstrative particle, as 

                                                 
14 In some cases it can be linked to the “ejective” character (lack of aspiration) of the initial 
consonant, which appears to be re-interpreted as a pharyngeal characteristic, and then spread 
across the entire syllable. However, other words with a pharyngeal vowel quality such as mar 
“snake”, or mehīn “mare” (from NK) lack an original unaspirated initial consonant, so we lack 
an explanation for the source of pharyngealisation here. 
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lexicalised in some adverbs. As shown in Table 6, the demonstrative ev “this” 
is lexicalised as ī- in SK and NK, along with Stand.K., while the SWK and 
NWK have it as hi- and SEK in its less-modified form ew which it shares with 
Sorani. 

 
Table 6. Demonstrative particle in adverbs 
 

Stand.K SEK SK  NK SWK NWK 

īšev 
īro  

‘tonight’ 
‘today’ 

ewšew 
ewřo 

īšev 
īro 

īšev 
īro 

hišev 
hiro 

hišev 
hiro 

 
  

 
Summary of variation in lexicon and phonology 
The preceding sections have identified a number of domains of regional 

variation, focussing on lexical variants and phonological variation in related 
words (cognates). As mentioned earlier, our initial classification into regional 
dialects, which formed the basis for data collection, is based on shared folk 
perceptions and our own knowledge. However, our impression after evaluat-
ing the data is that on the whole, the five regions initially identified can in fact 
be maintained, as they show sufficient internal commonalities, and sufficient 
differences to the others to render the classification meaningful. While it is 
evident that the basic lexicon shows a high degree of shared items, outside the 
basic lexicon the dialects investigated here have a fair number of differences, 
some of which are captured in the data compiled in Appendices B and C.  

 
Table 7. Lexical isoglosses (lexical variants and cognates) in Kurmanji dialects 
 

Item SEK SK NK SWK NWK 

‘stone’ ber kevir 
‘lost’ bezir winda 
‘much’ hind qas 
‘hungry’ birsī birčī 
‘burn’ sotin šewitandin 

‘arm’ Mil Pī 
‘like’ Wek Mina 
‘all’ Hemi giš(t) 

‘fire’ Agir Ar 
‘today’ ewro/īro Hiro 
‘eleven’ Yanzdeh de-w-yēk 

‘leg’ Ling žuni 
‘now’ Niha wēsta 
‘fly’ Mēš meš 

 
Table 7 gives a summary of some salient differences, showing that within 

our dialect divisions different lexical isoglosses bundle the dialects in different 
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ways. What we essentially find – and this is again as expected – is clear evi-
dence of a dialect continuum, with the intermediate dialects SK, NK and 
SWK, exhibiting greater commonalities with other dialects than the peripheral 
varieties SEK and NWK. We nevertheless find evidence for distinguishing 
NK from SK, and NK from SWK, thus confirming the original choice of dia-
lect divisions. 

 
Variation in morphosyntax 
Due to time restrictions, we were unable to compile comprehensive data from 
all five dialect regions for morphosyntax. In this section, we will illustrate 
grammatical variation for only three of the main dialects, namely SEK, SK 
and NWK, on an east-to-west line. NK and SWK, on the other hand, general-
ly exhibit a combination of the variants identified for the three main dialects, 
which is consonant with the intermediate position of the NK and SWK dia-
lects as outlined above. In this section we treat only a selection of the actually 
attested variation in morphosyntax; the reader is referred to Haig and 
Öpengin (forthcoming) for more extensive discussion and illustration of these 
and additional features.    

 
Personal and reflexive pronouns 
The direct/oblique distinction in all pronouns is retained in all dialects.15 

Substantial formal differences are seen mainly in 2nd person plural. As shown 
below, the SEK form (shared also in northern varieties of Sorani Kurdish) is 
remarkably different, especially in its oblique form, from the other dialects – 
although it is possible that they all derive from the same etymological source. 

 

Stand.K SEK SK NWK 

hun/we ‘you.pl.dir/obl’ hing/hingo win/we wun/we 

 

There is an invariant reflexive pronoun in Kurmanji, used also as an ad-
nominal possessor. In Stand.K and most dialects of Kurmanji, the reflexive 
pronoun is used as an adnominal possessor only under the condition that its 
coreferent antecedent is the subject of the same clause (i.e. binding principles). 
In NWK, however, the reflexive pronoun is generalised as a marker of a third 
person (singular/plural) possessor, regardless of whether it is coreferential 
with the same-clause subject. Thus, a clause like birayē xwe rind-e (brother-of 
self/reflexive good-is) “his brother is good” is possible in NWK, but impos-
sible in SEK or SK (which could only have birayē wī baš-e for the same mean-
ing). This is in fact a highly salient syntactic difference, as the rule for corefer-
ential binding of reflexive xwe is otherwise a very robust feature defining 
Kurmanji syntax (Haig, 1998). 

 

                                                 
15 Though Dorleijn (1996) reports syncretism in the second person singular between Stand.K. 
tu (direct) and te (oblique) in the Diyarbakir variety. 
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Verbal agreement in the present tense 
Verbs in Kurmanji inflect for person and number of the subject in present 

tenses. However, there are a number of regional differences in the respective 
paradigms. Table 8 presents the main areas of variation, disregarding the vari-
ation caused by regular sound changes and certain other details.  

 
Table 8. Verbal person marker paradigms in Kurmanji dialects 
 

 1sg 2sg 3sg 1pl 2pl/3pl 

Stand.K 
SEK 
SK 
NWK 

-im 
-im 
-im 
-im 

-ī 
-ī 
-e 
-e 

-e 
-īt 
-ē 
-i 

-in 
-īn 
-in 
-in 

-in 
-in 
-in 
-in 

 
The comparison of the data shows that SEK is the most divergent of the 

dialects in this respect: SEK has an additional number distinction in plural 
persons (1pl -īn) while the other dialects have a shared plural ending -in for all 
persons. Similarly, the retention of the final consonant of the third person 
singular ending is a salient dialectal feature setting SEK apart from all other 
dialects.16 

 
Case marking and plural ezafe 
All dialects indicate oblique case on singular feminine and plural nouns, 

and all indefinites, but show differences in the way masculine singular nouns 
are marked for case. Here we only mention two possibilities: oblique case via 
a suffix –ī (nan, nan-ī) “bread, food” (direct and oblique), or via raising of the 
stem vowel (nan, nēn); see Haig and Öpengin (forthcoming) for details. In the 
ezafe, all dialects basically preserve distinct forms for masculine, feminine and  

 
Table 9. Variation in case marking, and plural forms of the ezafe 
 
 Stand.K SEK SK NWK 

plural ezafe 
sg. masc. oblique marking 
 

-ēn 
vowel-raising 
/suffixation 

-ēd/-ēt 
suffixation 
 

-ē 
vowel-raising 
 

-ē 
vowel-
raising / 
none 

 
plural (though in NWK there is some collapsing of the system), and this re-
mains one of the major features that distinguishes all varieties of Kurmanji 
from Sorani. However, there are differences in the form of the plural ezafe 
across different varieties of Kurmanji. Table 9 shows the distribution of the 

                                                 
16 A further unique feature of SEK is an additional ending in 3rd person singular –itin. We cur-
rently have no explanation for this form.  
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oblique marking of masculine singular nouns, and different forms of the plu-
ral ezafe: 

 
Differences in the TAM system 
Some dialects have grammaticalised particular tense, aspect and mood cat-

egories, creating important differences in the organisation of the grammar. 
For example, while standard Kurdish does not have a grammatical expression 
of progressive aspect (i.e. indicative present is used for all aspectual values), 
SEK has developed a specific construction for progressive, involving an ezafe 
after the clausal subject, e.g. ez-ê nan-î di-xo-m (I-EZ.MASC.SG food-
OBL.MASC.SG IND-eat.PRS-1SG) “I am eating food”. Further features which 
show categorial and formal differences in tense-aspect-mood system of the 
dialects are different forms of the future particle (see Unger, this issue), the 
use of ezafe in combination with participles for forming present perfect tense, 
the presence of a past habitual particle da (Unger, this volume), and a clitic 
marker for indicating clauses expressing intention. The distribution of these 
features across the dialects is shown in Table 10. 

 
Table 10. Differences in the tense-aspect-mood system of dialects 
 

 Stand.K SEK SK NWK 

progressive aspect 
present perfect with ezafe  
future tense particle 
past habitual particle 
intention/prospective particle 

- 
- 
dē/=ē 
- 
- 

+ 
+ 
dē 
da 
- 

- 
- 
=ē 
- 
- 

+ 
- 
=ē 
- 
=ke 

  
Adpositions 
Kurmanji dialects vary considerably in the kinds of adposition that are 

used in various functions. For example, the indirect objects of verbs such as 
“say” are marked in SEK by a verbal particle –e, and they occur post-verbally. 
In NWK and SK, on the other hand (as representative of Central and West-
ern Kurmanji respectively), indirect objects are marked by circumpositions 
such as ži ... re/ra “to”, and they occur pre-verbally. In the northern and west-
ernmost dialects, the circumposition is often reduced to just the postposition-
al element. Note, however, that all dialects also permit indirect objects to be 
simply placed after the verb, with no adposition (this is in fact the commonest 
option with the verb “give”). A similar pattern is found with expressions of 
“with”: in SEK a preposition (li)gel is used, while in NWK and SK a circum-
position as bi ... re/ra is used. The complete absence of these two circumposi-
tions (ži ... re and bi ... re) in SEK constitutes a major difference setting off 
SEK from the rest of Kurmanji, and uniting it with Central Kurdish. 

 
Proximal clitics 
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The demonstrative system of Stand.K includes determiners, as ev “this” 
and ew “that, those” together with their oblique versions vī/vē “this”, wī/wē 
“that”, van “these” and wan “those”. Most of the Kurmanji dialects, however, 
use also a clitic element attached to the proximate nouns (e.g. ew kitēb “that 
book” vs. ev kitēb-e “this book” and ev kitēb-ene “these books”), which has dif-
ferent singular and plural forms, as below: 

 

 Stand.K SEK SK NWK 

Proximal clitic - -e/-ene - -a/-ana 

 
Plural indefiniteness suffix 
While the singular indefiniteness suffix -ek is shared across Kurmanji, the 

plural indefinite suffix -in is seen principally (if not exclusively) in SK, differ-
entiating it from both SEK and NWK. This is one of the features that was 
adopted into Standard Kurdish, at least in codified grammars of the written 
form, but it is interesting to note that it has in fact a narrow distribution in the 
spoken language. 

 
Conclusion  
Among the regional varieties considered here, the most divergent is SEK, en-
compassing what is generally known as Badini. It has the lowest number of 
lexical items in common with the other dialects, and also shows the highest 
number of divergent features in the morphosyntax. In a number of respects, 
SEK reflects its proximity to Sorani, and some of the differences to the rest of 
Kurmanji could be explained through Sorani influence. However, that is not 
the whole story, because SEK also shows typical features of Kurmanji (see 
below), including very robust case marking of the oblique case, consistent 
maintenance of gender distinctions, and the aspirated/non-aspirated distinc-
tion on voiceless obstruents. These three features (among others) are com-
pletely lacking in Sorani, and thus speak against a view of Kurdish that would 
see Sorani and Kurmanji as simply two ends of an unbroken pan-Kurdish 
dialect continuum. The four varieties of Kurmanji considered here, however, 
can be considered to form a fairly typical dialect continuum, each fading into 
the areally contiguous region with no obvious sharp boundaries. 

Looking a little closer at SEK, we can discern a number of features in the 
morphology that can reasonably be considered rather archaic: the richer set of 
verbal agreement markers (cf. Table 8), the more consistent use of affixal 
case-marking and gender, additional subjunctive forms lost in many of the 
other dialects, the consistent application of the ergative construction, and the 
use of non-canonical subjects for certain kinds of expressions (cf. Haig and 
Öpengin, forthcoming). In general, these are features that bespeak of a rela-
tively stable speech community, with a long history of unbroken transmission 
and the comparatively small impact of adult second-language learners, who 
generally tend to simplify morphosyntax (see McWhorter, 2005; Trudgill, 
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2011 on contact effects and simplification in morphosyntax). The other dia-
lects, on the other hand, are all characterised to one degree or another by loss 
of these richer morphological features. It is therefore conceivable that the 
other dialects, over the course of the northwestern expansion of Kurmanji 
speakers into Anatolia, became a lingua franca for speakers of other  lan-
guages, in particular Neo-Aramaic, Arabic, and Armenian, and the impact of 
these “shifters” was an overall decrease in morphological complexity of the 
Kurmanji spoken in these regions. This remains of course speculative, but the 
presence of the additional aspiration contrast on stops and affricates in 
Kurmanji, particularly of Central Anatolia, is an absolutely typical result of a 
shift scenario, in this case from Armenian. 

A simplified view of Kurmanji would recognise three main regional varie-
ties: SEK, SK and NWK, the three that are the most distinct from each other. 
The other two are less clearly definable, and can probably be considered tran-
sitional zones: NK exhibits features of both NWK and SK, while SWK is also 
a transitional region between NWK and SK.  

The geographically intermediary position of SK is also paralleled linguisti-
cally in that it shares features both with SEK and NWK. SK seems also to 
have gone through a substantial amount of morphosyntactic simplification 
(e.g. oblique marking, ezafe forms, Tense-Aspect-Mood system), which is 
hardly surprising if we consider that the speech zone of the dialect is geo-
graphically mostly flat (i.e. there are few natural barriers to inhibit mobility) 
and that over centuries, the dialect must have served as the lingua franca for 
non-Kurdish speaking speech communities in the region (Arabic, Aramaic 
and Armenian; see Noorlander, this issue, on Kurdish influence on Neo-
Aramaic). In the same vein, it is also the dialect which exhibits most Semitic 
influence, especially in its lexicon but also in verbal morphology and phonol-
ogy.  

At the other end of the dialect continuum there is NWK, the Kurdish 
spoken in regions such as Elbistan. This dialect shows a number of highly 
divergent features, but it has been almost entirely neglected in previous re-
search, and is sometimes even stigmatised among educated Kurds. We have 
only noted some of its features here (see Doğan, 2003 for some additional 
information), and can offer no convincing hypothesis for the high number of 
divergences in this dialect in comparison to the others, apart from the relative-
ly isolated position of this dialect group within the totality of the Kurdish-
speaking world. More research on NWK is an urgent desideratum within 
Kurdish linguistics. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: The basic vocabulary list  
The first 100 items in this list are from the Leipzig-Jakarta list while the re-
maining 59 items are added within the frame of this research. The transcrip-
tion is phonemic, and follows the conventions outlined above (on p. 146). 
The abbreviations (m) and (f) stand respectively for masculine and feminine 
grammatical gender found in all Kurmanji dialects (though this piece of in-
formation has not been noted for all of the items in the list), while (dir) and 
(obl) stand respectively for the direct and oblique case forms of the pronouns. 
The abbreviation (n.a.) indicates that the relevant dialect data is not available 
for the current analysis.  
 
Item 
no 

Meaning SEK 
(Şemdinli) 

SK 
(Midyat) 

NK 
(Varto) 

SWK 
(Adıyaman) 

NWK 
(Elbistan) 

1 fire agir (m) agir (m) agir (m) ar (m) ɔr (m) 

2 nose difin (f) bēhvil (f) poz (m) poz (m) poz(f) 

3 to go čʰūn čʰūn (f) čʰūyīn čʰūn čʰūyīn 

4 water aw (f) av (f) av (f) av (f) ɔv (f) 

5 mouth dew (m) dev (m) dev (m) dev (m) dɔv (m) 

6 tongue ʕezman (m) ziman (m) ziman (m) ziman (m) zimɔn (m) 

7 blood xīn (f) xwīn (f)  xūn (f) xūn (f) xün (f) 

8 bone hēstik (m) hæstū (m) hestī (m) hesti (f) hastī (m) 

9 2SG  tu/te ti/tæ tu/te tu/te tu/tæ 

10 root rih (m)  řa  (m) kʰok (f) kʰok (f) kʰok (f) 

11 to come hatin hatin hatin hatin hɔtin 

12 breast sīng (m) sing (f) sing (m) sīng  (m) sing (f) 

13 rain baran (f) baran (f) šilī (f) baran (f) bɔrɔn (f) 

14 1SG  ez (dir)/mi(n) 
(obl) 

ez (dir)/min 
(obl) 

ez (dir)/mi(n) 
(obl) 

ez (dir)/mi(n) 
(obl) 

æz (dir)/mi(n) 
(obl) 

15 name naw (m) nav (m) nav (m) nav (m) nɔv (m) 

16 louse hispī (f) speh (f)  sipī (f) spi (f)? ispī (m) 

17 wing pʰeř (m) pʰeř (m) pʰeř (m) bask 
(m) (human)  

pīl  (m)/bask 
(m)  

pil (f) 

18 flesh/meat gošt (m) gošt (m) gošt (m) gošt (m) gošt (m) 

19 arm/hand mil/dest (m) çeng-mil 
(m)/dest (m) 

pʰī (m) mil 
(m)/dest (m) 

pʰī (m)/dest 
(m) 

pʰī (m)/dæst 
(m) 

20 fly mēš (f) mēš (f) mēš (f) mēř (f) meš (f) 

21 night šew (f) šev (f) šev (f) řæv šæv (f) 

22 ear guh (m) guh (m) go (m) guh (m) guč/gučik (m) 

23 neck sukur (f) sukur (f) histū (m) histi (m) usti (m) 

24 far dür  dūr dūr dūr dūr 

25 to do/make kirin/čēkirin kirin/çēkirin kirin/čēkirin kirin/çēkirin kirin/çēkirin 

26 house mal/xanī (m) mal (f)/xanī 
(m) 

mal (f)/xanī (f) mal (f)/xanī 
(m) 

xɔnī (m)/mɔl 
(f) 

27 stone/rock ber (m) kevir (m) kevir (m) kævir (m) kævir (m) 

28 bitter tīž tūž tūž tūž tuž 

29 to say gotin gotin gotin gotin gotin 

30 tooth didan (m) dinan (m) diran (m) diran (m) didon (m) 

31 hair pʰirč (f) pʰov (f)/pʰor 
(m)  

pʰor (m) pʰor (m) pʰor (m) 

32 big mezin mezin mezin  mezin gir 

33 one (y)ēk yek yek yēk ēk 

34 who? kʰē kʰī/kʰē kī  kʰī/kʰē kʰī/kʰe 

35 3SG  ew/(e)wi-(e)wē ew/wī-wē ew/wī-wē hew/wī - wē æw/(æ)wī - 
(æ)wē  

36 to hit/beat lēdan lēxistin  lēxistin lēxistin lēxistin 

37 leg/foot ling/pē (m) ling-pʰaq 

(f)/pʰī-ling (m) 

čīp (m)/ling 
(m) 

nig (m) 
(pied/leg)  

nig (foot) (m) 

38 horn šax (f) stirih (m) qoč (m) qočʰ (m) ustru 

39 this ew … e ev/ew-that ev-va/ew  va - vī/hew  æv/æw 

40 fish masī (f) masī (m) meʕsī masi (m) mɔsī (m) 
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41 yesterday duhu(nē) duho do dihu do 

42 to drink xarinewe vexwarin (ve)xwarin vexwarin vexɔrin 

43 black řeš řeš řeš řeš řæš 

44 navel nawik (f) navik (f) navik (f) nēvk (f) nɔvik (f) 

45 to stand řawestan sekinandin sikinandin Sekinīn sækinīn 

46 to bite leq dān gez kirin kit kirin/ gez 
kirin 

gæz kirin gæz kirin 

47 back pʰišt (f) pʰišt (f) pʰišt  pʰišt pɔš 

48 wind ba (m) ba (m) bā (m) ba (m) bɔ (m) 

49 smoke dūkʰel (f) dūman (f) dū (m) dū (m) tu/tuman (f) 

50 what? čʰi čʰi čʰi čʰi čʰi 

51 child (kin 
term) 

bičük zařok (f) zarū/zar zar/zark (m) dēl (m) 

52 egg hēlik/hēk (f) hēk (f) hēk hēk (f) hēk o -f 

53 to give dan dan dayīn dan dɔyīn/dɔn 

54 new nü nū teze nö no 

55 to burn (intr.) sotin šewitandin šewitandin šewitandin šewitɔndin 

56 not ne na na na nɔ 

57 good baš baš  řind/baš rind řind 

58 to know ẓanīn zanīn zanīn zanīn zɔnīn 

59 knee čʰok (m) kʰabok (m) čʰok (m) čʰong (f) čʰok (m) 

60 sand xīz (m) qūm (f) qūm (f) qūm (f) qūm 

61 to laugh kʰenīn kʰen (m)  kʰenīn  kʰenīn kʰænīn 

62 to hear bihīstin/hay jē 
būn 

ħis kirin/ 
ħisandin 

bihīstin bihīstin bīstin 

63 soil ax (f) ax (f) xwelī (f) ax (f) ɔx (f) 

64 leaf pelik/belg (m) pʰel (f) pʰel (f) pʰelč (f) čilo (f) 

65 red sor sor sor sör sur 

66 liver cerg (m) kezeb (f) cīger (f) kezew (f) cīgær/kezew 
(m) 

67 to hide šartinewe vešartin vešartin vešartin vešartin 

68 skin/hide čerm (m) čerm (m) čerm (m) čerm (m) čerm/post (m) 

69 to suck mētin mižandin mižandin mižīn/ 
mižandin 

mitīn/mižīn 

70 to carry kʰēšan hilgirtin/ 
kišandin 

kʰišandin kʰišandin kʰišandin 

71 ant mērü (f) mīro (f) mirjolek (f) mori (m) gēra (m) 

72 heavy giran giran giran giran giran 

73 to take birin birin birin  birin birin 

74 old kewn kevin kem  kævin kævin 

75 to eat xarin xwarin xwarin xʷarin xɔrin 

76 thigh qalčʰe (f) kʰelef (f) hēt (f) qałčʰe (f) qalče (f) 

77 thick ṣtür qalin/stūr qałind qaling qaling 

78 long drēž dirēž dirēž dirēž dirēž 

79 to blow pʰif kirin  pʰeqandin pʰif kirin pʰifē kirin pʰuf kirin 

80 wood dar (f) dar (f) dar (f) dar (f) dɔr (m) 

81 to run beẓīn baz dan řevīn  řevīn bɔz dan 

82 to fall ketin ketin ketin ketin ketin 

83 eye čʰaw (m) čaʕv (m) čeʕv (m) čav (m) čɔv (m) 

84 ash xūlī (f) xwelī (f) xwelī (f) ari (f) xʷælī 

85 tail dülik (f) dūv (m) bočik (f)/dēl 
(f) 

boč (f) dū  dočik (m) 

86 dog ṣe (m) ṣe kūčik (m)/se 
(m) 

kūčik (m) sɔ/kudik 

87 to cry/weep giriyan girī girīn girī kirin girīn 

88 to tie girēdan girēdan girēdan girēdan girēdɔn 

89 to see dītin dītin dītin/dīn dīn dīn 

90 sweet širīn šīrīn šīrīn Šīrin šīrīn 

91 rope bendik 

(m)/kʰindir (f) 
ṭa (m)/wērīs 
(m) 

bend (m) ben (m)/ 
kēndir (f) 

bæn (m)/ 
kindir (f)  

92 shade/shadow sīber (f) sih (f) sī (f) sī (f) sī (f) 

93 bird cücik (f) čūk (m) čūčik (f) čūk (f) čičūk (f) 

94 salt xē (f) xwē (f) xwē (f) xwē (f) xwē (f) 

95 small kičʰke pičūk pičūk čūčik/čūk čūk 

96 wide fire feřeh fire fere fere 

97 star stēr(k) (f) stēřik (f) histērik (f) hēstirk (f) istewrik (m) 
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98 in di .. da/(di) 
naw .. da  

di .. da/li 
hindurū 

di (hindirē) .. 
da 

hundir/di ..da hundirī/dæ .. 

dɔ 

99 hard req hišk  ʕešk sert seřt 

100 to crush/grind pʰelčiqandin pʰirčʰiqandin pʰelčʰiqandin pʰelčʰiqandin pēnandin 

101 daughter/girl kičʰ(ik) (f) kečik/keč (f) qīz/keč kečik (f) kæčik (f) 

102 lie dirū (f) deřū (f) direw (f) derew (f) derew (f) 

103 sky ʕesman (m) aẓman (m) ʕezman ʕezman æzmɔn (m) 

104 sun/day řož (f) řo/rož (f) řo(ž) (f) řo/řo (f) řo/řū (f) 

105 morning spēde (f) sibeh (f)/ 
ševeq (f) 

sibē (f) siwē (f) siwē/sibē (f) 

106 moon hewī (f) heyv (f) hīv (f) hēv (f) hīv (f) 

107 man miro(v) (m)/f zilam, mēr, 
īnsan 

mērik/meriv  mēr/merī mēr/mærī 

108 arrow kūwān (f) kevan (f) kevan (f) kevan (f) kuvan 

109 all ħemi ħemi gi/gišt/hemū gīčik  gišt 

110 here ēre li vir/ li vē 
dē/ev der 

li vira/vira  li vir/virē læ vir/æv dærē 

111 there were li wir/wē 
dē/ew der 

li wir/wē 
dera/wira 

li wir(ē)/wira læ wē/læ wē 
derē/æw/wē 
derē 

112 2PL hing win hūn hūn hūn 

113 now nuke niha niha/nika niha wēstɔ 

114 woman žin/žinik (f) pīrek (f); jin (f) žin žin žin(ik) 

115 today ewřo īro īro hiro hiro 

116 if ku/heke go/eger a qas/a - waqa ko/eger ko/ægær 

117 sister xüšk (f) xweh (f) xweng  xʷayīng xūčik/xʷɔng 

118 wolf gurg (m) gur (m) gur (m) gur (m) gur (m) 

119 beard řidīn (f) řih (f) řū (m) rihi  řū (m) 

120 easy senahī hesanī rihet qole rihat  

121 sheep mihī (f) mih (f) pez (m) mihi (f) mī (f) 

122 one yēk yek yek yēk ēk 

123 two du du/dido du/dudu  didu/du (du)du 

124 three sē sē/sisē sē/sisē sisē/sē (si)sē 

125 seven ħewt ħeft ħeft ħeft hæft 

126 eight ħešt hešt ħeyšt ħeyšt hæšt 

127 nine nehe neh neh nehe na 

128 ten dehe deh deh dehe da 

129 eleven yanzde yazdeh yonzde de w yēk da w yēk 

130 twelve dānzde duwanzdeh donzde de w didu daw dudu 

131 seventeen hevde hivde ħivde de w ħeft daw u hæft 

132 thirty sih sī sī sī sī 

133 fourty čʰil  čʰel čʰil čʰel čʰał 

133 fifty pʰēnce pēncī pēncī pēncī pēncī 

134 ninety nehwērt nod nod nod nod 

135 hundred ṣed ṣed sid sed sed 

136 thousand hizar hazar ħezar ħezar hæzær 

137 turtle kʰüseł (m) kʰīso (m) kʰusī (f) řeq - reqesēl 
(m)/f 

kʰūsē (m) 

138 work šol (f) šoẋil (m) īš (m)/šiẋol 
(m) 

šuẋil (m) šoẋul (m) 

139 end dümayīk dawī dawī  sonẋī (f) pašī 
(f) 

song 

140 hedgehog žüžī (m) žīžo (m) šižū (f) žūži (m) žuži (m) 

141 eyebrows mižīlank (f) mižgūl bižang  bižang (f) bīži (f) 

142 leg ling (m) ling čʰīp (m) nig (m) žuni (f) 

143 finger tipl (f) tilih (f) tʰilī  pēči (f) pēčī/tʰilī 

144 rooster dīqil (m) dīk (m) dīk (m) dīk (m) dīk (m) 

145 owner xudan (f)/m xwedī xwedī (m) xʷadī xʷodī 

146 father bab (m) bav bav bav (m) bɔv (m) 

147 thirsty tʰēnī tī tī  tī tī 

148 hungry birsī beřčī birčī birčī birčī 

149 how čʰitū čawa čʰito čʰita čʰito 

150 how kʰutū čeř čʰer  (n.a.) čʰiř 

151 that way wetʰū halo aha  ha/hanī/hana wer 

152 thus hūtʰū wūlo wer werga/werganī ho/hoyna 

153 that hind evqas/wilqas a qas/a - waqa viqes/wiqes vaqæsī 
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much/that 
many 

154 then hingī hingī wī čaxī/ hingē wē čʰaẋē wēngē(ī)/wē 

čʰaẋē 

155 as … as hindī hingī qasē .. hīn qasa .. 

156 like wekū/wekī wekæ mīna/fena  mīna/nola mīnē/wekī/no

lɔ  

157 next to, by lali/li nik (li) cem/(li) ba li hinda/li 
kēleka 
min/ba/cem 

li cem/li ba/li 
hinda 

řæv/hindē 

158 side qerāẋ (f) kevī/kʰēlek/ře
x  

kēlek kēlek kʰenɔr  

159 yet hēšta hē hīna hīn hēn 
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Appendix B: Sample list of vocabulary items showing high phonological variation 
 
Item 
no 

Meaning SEK SK NK SWK NWK 

1 father-in-law xezür  xezūr xezūr xezūr xenzūr  

2 walnut güz  gūz  gūz gūz guz 

3 far dür dūr dūr dūr dūr 

4 eye čʰaw  čaʕv čeʕv čav čɔv 

5 snake mar mar meʕr meʕr mɔr 

6 bitter tʰał teħl teʕl teʕl tɔl 

7 flat pʰan peħn peʕn peʕn pɔn 

8 sister xüšk xweh  xweng  xʷeyîng xūšk 

9 salt xē xwē  xwē  xʷē xʷē 

10 to read xandin xwendin xwendin xandin xʷɔndin  

11 small bičük pičūk pičūk čūčik/čūk čūk 

12 a little pīček hindik/piček hindik/pi
ček 

hindik čekî/hindik 

13 it’s possible dibīt dibê diwe diwe debi 

14 s/he says dibējīt dibêjê diwē diwê debē 

15 because of (ji)be(r) ji boy wilo se-
ba/sewa 

sêwa 
wê/me?na 
wê 

sæwē/sæwa 
(te) 

16 kabab kebab kebab  kiwaw (f) kebab 

17 one unit/single ħeb/ħebekē ħeb ħeb/ħew ħewek ħawek 

18 water aw av av av ɔv 

19 night šew šev šev šæv šæv 

20 to come hatin hatin hatin hatin hɔtin 

21 to know ẓanīn zanīn zanīn zanīn zɔnīn 
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Appendix C: Sample list of vocabulary items showing high lexical variation 
 
Item 
no 

Meaning SEK SK NK SWK NWK 

1 lost bezir wunda wenda wenda wændɔ 

2 uncle’s wife žinmam (f) jinam jinap amoži
n 

ɔmož/xɔlož 

3 father’s 
brother 

mam (m) am ap ap ɔp 

5 mirror qūdī (f) ʕeynik ʕeyne neyk 
(f) 

neynik (f) 

6 wet teř šil/tiř (dar) šil/ter šil/ter šil/tēn 

7 stable hel/pʰage (f) kox (f) tewle (f) axir (f) ɔxir (m) 

8 cradle landik (f) dergūš (f) bēšīk 
(dergūš=be
bek) 

dergūš 
(f) 

dærguš (f) 

9 throat ħewk (f) qiřik (f) qiřik (f) qiřik 
(f) 

gæwri (f) 

10 watermelon šimtī (m) šebeš (m) zeveš zeweš 
(m) 

qerpʰūz 

11 melon gundore (f) pʰetīx (m) qawin kʰelek 
(m) 

xx 

12 potato sēwik (m) pʰetat (f) kartol (f) pʰatetī
z (f) 

pʰetik (f) 

13 tomato tʰemate (f)  bajan (f) tʰematēs fireng 
(f) 

tʰemutos/tʰem
irtos (f)  

14 to under-
stand 

tēgehištin fēm kirin feʕm kirin feʕm 
kirin 

fɔm kirin  

15 to learn fēr būn ʕelimandin ʕelimandin hū(n) 
būn/h
ūlikē 
būn 

belli kirin 

16 to be able to šiyan karīn karīn kanīn šæ kirin 

17 to finish biriyan/xilas 
būn 

xelas 
būn/qedehan/  

xilas būn xelas 
būn 

tʰewa būn 

19 to collect xir kirin/kom 
kirin 

dan hev dū/dan 
hevdū/ 

tov ki-
rin/kom 
kirin 

tʰop 
ki-

rin/tʰo
pa hev 
kirin  

beref kirin 

20 to spend xerj kirin xerj kirin xerj kirin xerj 
kirin 

xerj kirin 

21 to send hinartin/řē 
kirin 

šīyandin  šandin šandin šandin 

22 to look at 
smt/smb 

berē xo dan/lē 
westan 

mēyzandin mēze ki-
rin/nēřīn 

nērīn mēz kirin 

23 to burn sotin šewitandin šewitandin šewita
ndin 

šæwitandin 

24 to deceive lēbandin xapandin xapandin xapand
in 

xɔpandin 

25 to sleep niwistin řazandin řaketin řaketin rɔkætin/rɔmæ
dīn 

26 to speak axiftin šiteẋlandin qise dan  deyn 
kirin 

deyn kirin 

27 to hold helgirtin řahištin/hilgirti
n 

hilgirtin hel-
girtin 

hilgirtin 

28 to get tired šeqī būn betłandin westandin  westi-
yan 

wæstiyɔn/osɔn 
būn 

29 to wait for xo čawři (yēkē) 
girtin 

li hēviyē/benda 
būn 

li hēviya/li 
benda  

li 
bendē 

pɔn 
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man 

30 to walk řē we čūn mešandin řē va čūn meši-
yan 

mešīn/yērmīš 
būn 

31 to want wīyan/xwastin viyan/restricted 
usage 

xwastin  xwas-
tin (no 
viyan) 

xwɔstin (no 
viyan)  

32 to hang  helawēstin daleqandin darda kirin bi dar 
xistin 

dardɔkirin 

33 to help harī kirin arī kirin alī kirin n.a. ɔrī kirin  

34 change gořīn (n.a.) degišandin/
guheřandin 

gihēr-
tin 

g(uh)ořtin 
(bigořim) 

35 squeeze guwištin (n.a.) givāštin guvišti
n 

givištin 

36 reach gehištin (n.a.) gīštin (n.a.) gēštin 

 
 
 
Appendix D: Verb paradigms 
 SEK verb paradigms 

Stand.K  Meaning 3SG Present 
Indicative 

2SG  Imperative 3SG Past 3SG Present Subjunctive 

būn ‘be’ (y)e be bü bīt 

čūn/čūyīn  ‘go’ dičīt here čū bičīt 

hatin ‘come’ dihēt were hat bihēt 

kirin ‘do’ diket bike kir biket 

birin ‘take’ dibet bibe bir bibet 

dan/dayīn ‘give’ didet bide da bidet 

xistin ‘drop’ diēxīt bēxe ēxist biēxīt / bēxīt  

ketin ‘fall’ dikewīt bikewe ket bikewīt 

anīn ‘bring’ diīnīt bīne īna bīnīt 

xwarin  ‘eat’ dixot bixo xar bixot 

řazan ‘sleep’ diřazēt řāzē řāzā řāzēt 

danīn  ‘put’ dadinēt danē dana danēt 

gotin ‘say’ dibēžīt bēže got bēžīt 

dītin ‘see’ dibīnīt bibīne dīt bibīnīt 

 
 SK verb paradigms 

Stand.K  Meaning 3SG Present 
Indicative 

2SG  Imperative 3SG Past 3SG Present Subjunctive 

būn ‘be’ (y)æ bæ bū bē 

čūn/čūyīn  ‘go’ dičē here čū herē 

hatin ‘come’ tē were hat werē /newē 

kirin ‘do’ dikē bikæ kir bikē / nekē 

birin ‘take’ dibē bibæ /nebæ bir bibē /nebē 

dan/dayīn ‘give’ didē bidæ da bidē 

xistin ‘drop’ dixē bixæ xist bixē 

ketin ‘fall’ dikevē bikevæ ket bikevē 

anīn ‘bring’ tēnē /naēnē bēne anī bēnē /neēnē 

xwarin  ‘eat’ dixwē bixwæ xwar bixwē 

řazan ‘sleep’ diřazihē řaze řaziha řazē 

danīn  ‘put’ dideyne deyne deyna deynē 

gotin ‘say’ dibēžē bēže got bēžē 

dītin ‘see’ dibīnē bibīne dīt bibīnē 

man  ‘stay’ dimēnē bimēne ma bimēne 
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 NK verb paradigms 

Stand.K  Meaning 3SG Present 
Indicative 

2SG  Imperative 3SG Past 3SG Present Subjunctive 

būn ‘be’ y/e be bū be 

čūn/čūyīn  ‘go’ tʰeře heře čū heře 

hatin ‘come’ tē were hat were 

kirin ‘do’ dike bike kir bike 

birin ‘take’ dibehere beheře bir čū beheře/bibe 

dan/dayīn ‘give’ dide bide da bide 

xistin ‘drop’ dixīne bixīne xist bixīne 

ketin ‘fall’ dikeve bikeve ket bikeve 

anīn ‘bring’ tīne bīne anī bīne 

xwarin  ‘eat’ dixwe bixwe xwar bixwe 

řazan ‘sleep’ řadikeve řakeve řaket řakeve 

danīn  ‘put’ datīne dayne danī dayne 

gotin ‘say’ dibīne/diwīne bibīne/biwīne dīt/dī bibīne/biwīne 

dītin ‘see’ dibē/duwē bibē/bēje got/go bibē/bēje 

 
 SWK verb paradigms 

Stand.K  Meaning 3SG Present 
Indicative 

2SG  Imperative 3SG Past 3SG Present Subjunctive 

būn ‘be’ e/ye be wū be 

čūn/čūyīn  ‘go’ dare here čū here 

hatin ‘come’ tē were hat were 

kirin ‘do’ dike bike kir bike 

birin ‘take’ diwe biwe bir biwe 

dan/dayīn ‘give’ dide bide da bide 

xistin ‘drop’ dixe bixe xist xe 

ketin ‘fall’ dikeve bikeve ket bikeve 

anīn ‘bring’ tīne ūne anī ūne 

xwarin  ‘eat’ dixʷe bixʷe xʷar bixʷe 

řazan ‘sleep’ řadikeve řakeve řaket řakeve 

danīn  ‘put’ dītine dīne danī dīne 

gotin ‘say’ diwē biwē got biwē 

dītin ‘see’ diwīne biwīne dī biwīne 

 
 NWK verb paradigms 

Stand.K  Meaning 3SG Present 
Indicative 

2SG  Imperative 3SG Past 3SG Present Subjunctive 

būn ‘be’ æ / yæ bæ bū bi 

čūn/čūyīn  ‘go’ tæri here çū heri 

hatin ‘come’ tē were hɔt weri 

kirin ‘do’ dækæ bikæ kir biki 

birin ‘take’ dæbæ bæ bir bae 

dan/dayīn ‘give’ dædi bidæ dɔ bidi 

xistin ‘drop’ tēxi bixæ xist bixi 

ketin ‘fall’ dækævi bikævæ kæt bikævi 

anīn ‘bring’ tīni wīnæ ɔnī wīni 

xwarin  ‘eat’ dæxæ /dæxwæ bixwæ xwær/xwɔr bixwi 

řazan ‘sleep’ řædækævi řækævæ řækæt řakævi 

danīn  ‘put’ dītīni dīnæ dɔnī dīni 

gotin ‘say’ (ewī) debē biwē go(t) biwē 

dītin ‘see’ dæbīni biwīnæ dī biwīni 

 
 


